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./Abstract

Quasiparticle mixers have shown strong quantum ef- from two superconductors with different gaps (SIS')
f cts, conversion gain, and noise levels approaching this gqp is negative in the voltage range", tne quantum limit, but on ly in tunnel junctions with A-a/et( l+2).Uneprerortngo-

." very low sub-gap leakage conductance. It has been ditions, this negative contribution.from 9qp can make
suggested that SIS' tunnel junctions, made from two
different conductors with unequal gaps, will function the total conductance quite small, and make the con-
as high gain mixers kince the dynamic conductance below version efficiency correspondingly large. Extensive
the gap is negative.-*-We report results of the first computer calculations based on idealized SIS' models
SIS' mixing and direA detection experiments. At suggest that large mixer conversion gain is possible
36 GHz, a conversion efficiency of -4 dB with a noise over a wide parameter range.
temperature of 33 K (SSO.) has been obtained. A novel I
gain mechanism for SIS' direct detectors is predicted.
A direct detector respons lyity of 250 A/W was measured. I I
We compare our results to .uantum theory models.3 In
addition, we demonstsrte iparticle harmonic mixing Boed
of a 36 GHz signal with an GHz local oscillator in apat  gleak lqp

tin SIS junctions. Harmonic ixers can have important
advantages at high microwave equencies where insuffi- I
cient lcal oscillator power is available. TuIF
; en lcaTocilaorprunnel Junction

Fundamental Mixing
Fig. 1. Model used to predict the IF output from a

Calculations by Tucker4 showed the surprising pre- quasiparticle mixer. The observed dynamic conductance
diction that idealized SIS junctions could have conver- of the junction is expressed as the sum of photon-
sion efficiencies in excess of unity (i.e. more IF assisted tunneling conductance, subgap leai.age conduct-
power out than RF signal power in) with very low noise. ance (present even In the absence of applied local
To date, coupled conversion efficiencies significantly oscillator power) and, for SIS' junction, negative
greater than unity have only been reported by McGrath, quasiparticle conductance. For optimum output couplin.
et al. 1 despite efforts by a number of workers. Two the load conductance is chosen equal In magnitude to
practical difficulties often limit SIS performance: RF the total junction dynamic conductance.
mismatch and subgap ledkage in the junction. Achieving
adequate RF matching. is.:1argely a matter of minimizing For our experiments. Indium/Indium Oxide/Lead-
and/or tuning out junction capacitance and lead induct- Bismuth junctions were prepared at NBS Boulder on sili-
ance at the signal frequency while preventing power con substrates using an RF sputter oxidation technique.
dissipation at harmonic frequencies. Subgap leakage is Junction diameters were 2 to 3 microns. The Junctiorr
a term used to describe a variety of effects which under test was placed in the E-field direction acess a
cause more current to flow through the junction than is Ka-band waveguide and submersed in liquid helium." The
predicted by the ideal single particle tunneling model. apparatus and the measurement procedures are described

in full detail in an earlier publication. 1 The I-V
The effect of the tunnel junction I-V curve on mixer characteristic of the SIS' tunnel junction is shown as

performance can be well understood in terms of a cir- the dashed curve of Fig. 2a. A negative conductance
cuit model in which the pumped junction with an applied region from (8Pb~i - £in)/e - l.lmV to 1.3 mV appears
RF signal acts as an IF current generator1's which is
shunted by the dynamic conductance of the pumped junc- as a gap in the 1-V curve. Subgap leakage is sufficient-
tiun (see Fig. 1). For a given local oscillator (LO) ly large from 1.3 mV to the rise at

- power, the IF power which can be successfully coupled (hPbBi * £ln)le - 2.2 mV to overwhelm the negative gqp
" to a matched load is inversely proportional to the conductance. Application of LO power produces photon-

total conductance of the pumped junction. For idealized assisted tunneling steps, which are evident both in the
SIS junctions at low temperatures, the subgap conduct- I-V curve of Fig. 2a and the derivative curve plotted
ance is set by the LO-induced, photon-assisted tunnel- in Fig. 2b. Mixer IF output for fixed RF signal input
ing conductance, g The size of goat depends both power is shown in Fig. 2c. The maximum observed con-

on the LO power and the source impedance s and may even version efficiency was -42 1 dB, with single sideband
be slightly negative.7,* In addition, finite lifetime mixer noise of TM • 331 12 K (SSB). This performance

>affects, gap inhomogeneitles, multi-particle tunneling,9

and other current paths contribute conductance which we is superior to conventional Schottky diodes in the same
de a A third current path s themal quasi- frequency range, but is less good than has been

a leak achieved for SiS quaslparticle mixers with lower values
I. particle conduction, gqp. For tunnel junctions made of W We believe that the conversion efficiency of

-auscraipt received Novembezr 30, 2982
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measured as 250 A/w. Qualitative features are well30 -a) described by the quantum model. The sharply negative
(1 near (aPbM - £in)/e a 1.1 mV is dramatic evidence in

favor of the quan um formulation of the responsivity.
a o.." The quantum prediction based on the dc 1-V curve and

20 I scaled by a coupling factor of q - .025 Is plotted as
the solid line in Fig. 2b. We attribute the implied

alow coupling efficiency to untuned junction capacitance.

o a The fitted value of n .025 implies that wRC * 12.
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715. 2. Operating curves for an SIS' mixer. 0
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this mixer is somewhat better than would have been
achieved in an 515 junction with similar values ofL
gleak* The measured conversion efficiency is limited -200
somewhat by a larger junction capacitance than can be
tuned out.

v~ ((M) )

Direct Detection S' . 0-
Fig. 3. (a) DC I-V for SIS' junction showing cusp sin-When no local oscillator power is applied, tunnel gulairty. (b) Direct detector responsivity experiment

junctions can be used as direct RF detectors (also (points) and theoretical prediction (line).
known as video detectors). Classical detector theory
predicts a maximum RF-power-to-DC-current responsivity The scaled quantum theory correctly predicts the shape
of £ - (321/aV2y2 (al/OV). Quantum Theory (Tucker, of the observed responsivity for VDC -, 1.75 mV, where
1979) corrects the current responsivity to the junction RF conductance (and hence q ) is expected
" • Ii -210 + 1-1

i - (1) to be constant. For voltages below 1.75 mY, where theh 1 11 L|RF conductance is voltage dependent. this overstmlt-

where n is the RF cquipl'ng efficiency and fled analysis with a fixed value for n still gives e
I dc(Vdc * n hIi/e). For SIS junctions biased at qualitatively correct prediction for A, despite the

n +existence of two-particle tunneling9 leakage in the
voltages slightly less than the gap (26/e), where form of a hump at % 1.6 mY. Within 0.149 mV of the

ll1Io and l s a e . This corresponds to negative resistance region, extrapolation of.. 1 ulues
one tunneling electron per absorbed photon. At our leads to uncertainty in the theoretical curve.

experiment frequency of 36 GHz. e/hw equals 6700 A/W. Harmonic Mixing
For an SIS' junction biased at a point of positive

dynamic resistance slightly below the cusp in the 1-V Harmonic mixers, in which the LO is near some sub-
curve at IA-A2I/e. values of II - I. can be much multiple of the signal frequency, can be of practical
smaller than 11 - 210 + 1-1. Consequently we predict importance in cases where higher frequency LO power is
that responsivities in excess of e/bw are possible with not readily available. We -Eport here the first meas-
$IS' Junctions. The responsivity obtained depends urement of a quasiparticle :armonic mixer.
strongly on the actual cusp shape. Gain mechanism are The smallness of h wLoie which equals 0.075 mV at
well known in devices biased in regions of negative
conductance, or near enough that the negative conduct- 18 GHz meant that in order to observe quantum effects
ance is sampled during the RF cycle. While negative junctions with very sharp gap structures were required.

!17 conductance is required for our proposed gain mechanism. We used tin SIS junctions made by thermal oxidation
neither criterion is satisfied in the limit of small using photoresist masks made at Yale. For purposes of
RF power. Our gain mechanism is thus a quantum effect comparison, both fundamental (36 GHz LO) and harmonic
not predicted by classical theory. ('6 GHz LO) mixer performances were measured.

Figure 3 shows direct detection results for 36 GHz The fundamental mixer results are described inradiation on an ln/nO/PbBi junction at 2.3K. A screw detail in a previous publication.1 and are summarized
tuner and backshort were adjusted for maximum respon- here for ease of comparison to harmonic mixer results.
sivity at Vdc * 1.0 mV. This maximum responsivity was Application of % 1 nW of 36 GHz LO power induces

L
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discernible photon-assisted tunneling steps on the I-V mixer. Gain is theoretically expected in harmonic
curve, as is shown in Fig. 4a. The steps, at voltage mixing experiments where the quantum effects are strong
Intervals of hw / s 0 15 mV are especially evident at the LO frequency.
in plots of dY/h9. The third row of Fig. 4a shows the
50 MHz IF output power for fixed 36.05 GHz input signal The local oscillator coupling scheme used for har-
power. The best experimental value of the coupled monic mixing made measurement of the LO power available
mixer gain for the fundamental mixer was 4.3 2 1 dB. at the junction difficult. On the bsis of the shape

of the pumped I-V curve, the amount of coupled LO
power can be estimated to be 5-10 nl. This is orders

Fundamental Harmonic of magnitude smaller than the power requirements for
typical Schottky diode mixers, but is somewhat larger

, (a) , , , , than the 1 nW used in the fundamental mixer experi-
(b) ments. If the harmonic mixer is more strongly in the

quantum regime at higher frequencies, It is expected
that less local oscillator power will be necessary for
optimum conversion efficiency.

Quantum three port mixer theory5 has been extended
etniv computer calculations based on these theories

0 - -..... " textn~e harmonic€ response.'. W ,I e have performed

in an effort to model the mixer operation. Uncertain-
ties in the values of the experimental embedding admit-
tance near wLO, and wRF corresponded to large varia-

tions in calculated mixer performance. A meaningful
comparison of data to theory was therefore not possible
without more accurate information about these admit-
tances.

Summna ry

The first SIS' mixer and direct detector experiment
.results show strong quantum structures but only moder-

ately good coupled gain and responsivity. We expect
that SIS' junctions with lower leakage and lower
capacitance will display large conversion efficiencies.
We calculate a novel gain mechanism for SIS' direct

1.0 1.4 1.0 1.4 detectors allowing responsivities in excess of e/bw.
Harmonic mixing in SIS junctions appears promising for

V (mV) applications where convenient fundamental LO power
sources are not readily available.

Fig. 4. Operating curves showing mixer performance
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